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Our CES Attendees Tell Us All About It!
Sunday, March 18
Windows SIG is at 12:30 pm at Orlando Day Nursery, followed by the Main meeting at 2:00 pm
in which Hewie Poplock, Mike Ungermann and Tom
Ault, all of whom attended the Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas, will talk about the many exciting new products they saw. The meetings are held at
the Orlando Day Nursery, 626 Lake Dot Circle, Orlando, FL 32801. There is parking on both sides of
the building, and the grassy area just North of the
building may also be used. You may safely disregard
the no parking signs there.

The Inside Stories:
2. Special Interest Groups
3. Recycle Bin
5,6. CFCS Details, phone numbers,
Member Renewal

Monday, March 19

7. Hewie’s Views and Reviews

iSIG at 7:00 pm at Dennys, on Lee Road just East of
I-4 The discussion will center on IOS apps, gadgets,
news, etc.

8. Download Folding at Home,

Wednesday, March 21

15. CES Innovation Awards

Elements 10

This is a Virtual Digital Photo SIG, hosted by Hewie
Poplock.
Watch your email for more information.

17. Convert Books for eReaders

Sunday, April 15

20. Picture Page

"Google Secrets for Genealogy Research"
Beginners and advanced researchers can benefit in
their study of family history by learning to use some
of the lesser known features of the Google Internet
services. We will take a look at some real discoveries
found through Google alerts, maps, books, newspaper archives, images, and more.
(Continued on page 2)

19. Goodnight, iPad

22. Helpline. Numbers to call for help
23. Calendar for the next two months
24. Meeting Directions to the monthly general meeting
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Biography:
Professional genealogist Paul L. Enchelmayer has
spoken at over 30 genealogy societies and clubs
throughout Florida, presenting programs to help others
learn how technology can aid in family history projects. He is Past-President of the Central Florida Genealogical Society, and Chairman of the Genealogy
Group of the University Club of Winter Park. He is
also a member of the Genealogical Speakers Guild,
the Florida State Genealogical Society's Speakers Bureau, and the National Genealogical Society. Paul recently retired as manager of Information Systems Development at the City of Orlando.
Windows SIG: 12.30pm each third Sunday,

before

the General Meeting
Hewie Poplock leads this group with information
about using the Windows Operating System. This includes all versions of Windows, including XP, Vista,
Win7, and soon, Win8! (Windows 2.1, 98, ME, not so
much).
Bring your questions about Windows or any computer
questions to be fielded by a room full of computer enthusiasts. The questions will be answered during the
Windows SIG or during the "Askit Baskit" portion of
the main meeting. We even have a few lurking Mac
owners, and when we turn off the lights to better view
the presentations, you may notice the glow of numerous iPods in the crowd. CFCS was the first to put the
‘YOU’ in USER-friendly!
General Meetings are held at 2 pm in the Jackson
Hewitt office on Lee Rd. and Turner Rd. See map on
pg. 24. Jan. Feb. and Mar. presentations will be at another location TBA. Subscribe to the weekly E-Blast
for details. For details and maps, consult our website
at cfcs.org.
Earlier on the same day of each presentation, the
WINDOWS Special Interest Group (SIG) meeting
is held. The WinSIG always meets at 12:30 pm, and
is hosted by VP Hewie Poplock, just before the CFCS
General Meeting. If you use or plan to use Windows,
these discussions, demonstrations, and Q&A sessions
will be of immense value to you. Geared to intermediate level Windows users. Tips, tricks, and information
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on all versions of Windows are discussed. An enewsletter is sent periodically with meeting information
and links discussed at the meeting. You need not attend
both meetings, but many members do. Non members are
always welcome. Sign up for the free e-newsletter
at cfcs.org .

OUR OTHER SPECIAL
INTEREST GROUPS (SIG)
The ACCESS, MS OFFICE, and SECURITY SIGs
meet conjointly on the second Wednesday of each
month from 7 to 9 pm at the New Horizons Learning
Center at 1221 Lee Rd. Arvin Meyer, a Microsoft MVP
(Most Valuable Professional), (and current CFCS president), leads the SIG. http://groups. yahoo.com/group/
cfcs-access This is a combination of three separate
SIGs which now meet alternately for the duration of
Arvin’s presidency. They will resume separate meetings
when he leaves office and/or publishes his upcoming
book.
The GRAPHICS/PHOTO SIG lead has been assumed
by Hewie Poplock and will be presented in an open
online forum on an announced schedule. (Sign up for
the free e-newsletter at cfcs.org .) E-mail: graphicsig@cfcs.org
The TECH DISCUSSION SIG meets on the fourth
Tuesday of each month from 7 to 9 pm at the Casselberry Denny’s at 436 and Oxford Rd. SIG leader is Stan
Wallner, President Emeritus.
This SIG is a non-structured, open conversational group
for CFCS members, that has no specific topic or speaker, but is simply a round table discussion. It is not an
advanced group, but a place for people to come and discuss various subjects, such as new products and technologies, hardware, software, web-related, etc. Bring in articles from magazines, newsletters, unusual problems/
situations that have arisen, questions, etc. Also, new or
ailing devices or notebook pc's are welcome, either for
"show and tell" or discussion or demo of situations. Email: tech-sig@cfcs.org. A second, on-line virtual
meeting of the TechSIG is being experimented with on
the second Tuesday of each month. Co-hosted by Mike
Ungerman and Stan Wallner, it may attract a long distance audience. Stay tuned to the e-Blast for times and
details. See story on page 4.
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The iSIG meets on the third Monday of each month at
7:00 PM at Denny's on Lee Rd & I-4. The iSIG meetings
cover the products that use the iPhone OS, which includes the iPhone, iPad, and iPod. This is a combined
effort of the Central Florida Computer Society http://
www.cfcs.org
and
the Florida Macintosh Users Group
http://
www.flmug.com. Other groups are invited to participate. Attendees are consumers, developers, consultants,
and publishers, who find common interests and discuss
how to handle topics from both the consumer & the developer perspectives. The SIG leader is Sean Kane, Certified Apple Technical Coordinator, long-time Mac and
iPhone user, and a technologist and consultant to Walt
Disney Feature Animation Florida.
Please note that the iSIG meets at the Denny's on Lee Rd in
Orlando. The Tech-SIG and the Board of Directors meetings
continue to meet at Denny's on 436 & Oxford Rd in Casselberry.

The Recycle Bin
by Stan Wallner,
President Emeritus, CFCS
The Recycle Bin
by Stan Wallner,
President Emeritus, CFCS
Stan, a CFCS member since 1984, has served in many
offices over the years, and is now on the BOD as President Emeritus. Separately, he is a local IT consultant,
"“PC Doctors Make House Calls,"offering his services
on-site, at your office or home - for PC and Laptop Upgrades, WiFi, Networks, Virus & Spyware removal,
Troubleshooting both hardware & software, at reasonable rates (discounts for CFCS members!). You can contact him at smwallner@yahoo.com or 407-862-2669.
This is a MOST important issue regarding our environment, and can't be over-emphasized! It is an area that is
changing frequently, so please keep reading this column
regularly! This particular one has a LOT of changes, so
please read carefully.
Regarding your bringing items to either the General
Meeting or my own SIG which we did when we had Orlando Recycles would pick them up at my place, that
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is unfortunately a thing of the past. They can’t do that
anymore, and I can’t take the items to them - just too far,
both in time, gas costs, etc.
So, here is what I suggest you all consider for the various types of items, which I have sorted into two categories:
Category "A" - Primarily For Monitors, Printers, Scanners that still work, and PC's that are repairable, with exceptions as noted:
#1 Missionary Computer Fellowship; "MCF"
We'd been told last year that they were shutting down,
but they didn't. We just got these details - they are still
rebuilding PC's, sending over 40,000 overseas over the
years, and also providing them to local people in need:
"What we need:
 Volunteers to work on computers. No experience
needed - we will train you!


Pentium I11 computers or faster. They don't have to
work. We can fix them.



Monitors less than 10 years old, especially flat
screens. They need to work. We don't fix monitors.
Currently working printers and scanners.




Any Windows operating systems from Windows XP
to Windows 7.



Mice, keyboards and speakers and video, network
and sound cards
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Hard Drives greater than 40 GB (We will SE
CURE CLEAN all HDs)
CD/RW and DVD/RW Drives
Memory DDR213 256 MB or above
Microsoft Office software
Cash (any denomination!)

How can we help you?:
Are you a missionary or involved in a mission?
Are you a church group or a non-profit?
Could you use a computer system or repair of an existing computer system?
If so, please call (407-422-9265) or email us ( info@mcf-orl.org ) . Donations can be brought directly to
725 West Central Boulevard, Orlando, Florida 32805,
on Tuesday or Thursday (9 a.m. - 4 p.m.). This is west
of I-4, near North Parramore Ave and West Washington
Street.
#2 Southeastern Data, at 142 Park Road, Oviedo, FL
32765
(Off Alafaya Trail, just north of E. McCulloch Road);
phone
407-971-4654.
They've been very helpful in allowing CFCS members
to drop off most recyclables with no service charge, for
quite
some
time;
greatly
appreciated!
SE Data offers free recycling with the exception of
monitors and terminals with cathode ray tubes, CRTs
and terminals which are $3.00 each. TVs with cathode
ray tubes need to be evaluated, but most are $0.60/lb.
Displays with LCD/LED screens are accepted at no
charge and most likely can be purchased, working or
not. You can come by anytime, but a heads up call
would be appreciated for large loads. Also, do let

them know you are involved with CFCS.
Southeastern Data is also a great place to pick up parts
and accessories, and they accept trade-ins against purchases and they will even outright purchase your components. Their hours are 8:00 am til 5:00 pm, Monday
thru Friday.
Southeastern Data is ISO 9001:2008 and ISO
14001:2004 certified and offers shredding of hard
drives, tapes, optical media, cell phones and small elec-

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Membership renewal invoices will be e-mailed from
treasurer@cfcs.org approximately thirty (30) days prior
to your membership expiration. Invoices will be snail
mailed to members for whom there is no e-mail address
in the membership database and to those members
whose e-mail was returned to treasurer@cfcs.org for
any reason. Please help us by adding this address to
your contacts list and setting your spam filter to let our
message get to your inbox. We do not share your e-mail
address with others (We hate that too!), but it is necessary for full participation in the Society, including receiving your newsletter.
Members will be requested to renew their membership
by paying dues on time. Dues may be paid by cash or
check at the meeting, by PayPal at http://
www.cfcs.org/membership/membership.php or by
mailing a check to:

CFCS
204 Larkwood Drive Ste 100
Sanford, FL 32771-3643
If you do not receive a renewal invoice, lose it or have
questions about your dues and or membership status,
please inquire at the sign-in table or send an e-mail to:
treasurer@cfcs.org.
Membership Cards: A new membership postcard with
the membership card included for the next year will be
distributed at the meeting following your renewal. The
Cards will be mailed to those members who request

tronics at their facility and on site. And, since they will
do also accept items that DO NOT work, they do truly
fit in both Category “A” AND “B!!”
#3 Orlando Recycles, Inc.
They have changed their policies in that they will no
longer be able to provide us with any revenue, and will
no longer be able to pick up materials from my
house. They are still a viable place to recycle, and there
is no charge to you for items like CRT's, TV's.
They are at located at 5014 Forsyth Commerce Road,
#4, Orlando, FL, 32807, just off Forsyth, about 1/2 mile
east of 436 and south of Colonial. Their hours are from
9:30 to 5:30. You do not need to call them. You can take
things on your own - just go there. No need to say you
are involved with CFCS; just leave your items with
them if they are open. AND, you can even go when they
are closed - they have an outdoor DropBox there, always
(Continued on page 6)
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THE CENTRAL FLORIDA COMPUTER SOCIETY is a
charitable, scientific and educational, nonprofit organization,
founded in 1976 and incorporated in 1982 to encourage interest in
the operation and development of computers through meetings
with free exchange of information and educational endeavors.
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Board of Directors
President

Arvin Meyer

407-327-3810

president@cfcs.org

Vice Pres.

Jack Pearson

vicepresident@cfcs.org

Secretary

Bess MacConnell 407-644-3852

secretary@cfcs.org

Newsletter: The CFCS Newsletter © 2008 is the official
newsletter of the Central Florida Computer Society, Inc. It is
published every month by CFCS for the purpose of keeping
members and others informed of computer-related news and
activities of the Society. Circulation: 25,000.

Treasurer

Carlton Jacobs 407-328-2766

treasurer@cfcs.org

Director 1

Tom Ault

dir1@cfcs.org

Director 2

Ted Goodwin

407-894-1180

dir2@cfcs.org

Director 3

Forrest Cheek

407/629-4139

dir3@cfcs.org

Mailing Address:
CFCS
204 Larkwood Dr., Suite 100
Sanford FL 32771
Membership: CFCS membership includes participation in the
Society's activities and subscription to this Newsletter.

Newsletter Editor

Robert Black

407-421-4213

editor@cfcs.org

President Emeritus

Stan Wallner

407-862-2669

presidentemeritus@cfcs.org

SIG Chair

Ken Larrabee

407-365-2660

sigs@cfcs.org

Chairpersons and Coordinators
Special Interest Groups

Ken Larrabee

APCUG

Hewie Poplock

Education
FACUG
Hardware Manager
Helpline Volunteers

(Open)
Arvin Meyer
Arvin Meyer
Griff Moore

(e-mail only)

Members are responsible for sending a change-of-address
notification (including e-mail) to:
membership@cfcs.org.

Membership
Photographer

Jay Jacobs
Robert Black

407-328-2766 membership@cfcs.org
407-421-4213) photographer@cfcs.org

Gifts to CFCS are welcome, and because of the Society's nonprofit
tax status, are tax deductible.

Program Coordinator
Reviews (S/W & Books)

Stan Wallner (temp)(e-mail only)
Mike Ungerman
(e-mail only)

programs@cfcs.org
reviews@cfcs.org

Webmaster

Cheryl Wilson

webmaster@cfcs.org

Annual Dues Schedule:
Individual ……………………….$
Extra family member ..…….…..
Student (Full time)………………
Corporate membership……..…..
*Includes free business card ad

25
15
15
132*

Meetings: CFCS meets each month on the 3rd Sunday at 2:00
p.m. at the Jackson Hewitt Training Center, 2221 Lee Rd.
Winter Park, FL The Jan. Feb. and Mar. meetings are held at
another location. Guests and the general public are invited to
attend. Special Interest Groups (SIGs) within the Society meet
regularly. See Special Interest Groups listings on pages 6 & 7.
CFCS Web site:

www.cfcs.org

Articles by authors other than directors of CFCS and the
Newsletter staff do not necessarily reflect the policies or sanction
of the Society. Unless otherwise indicated, articles in the CFCS
Newsletter may be reprinted in newsletters of other nonprofit
organizat-ions, without permission, provided credit is given.
This issue was created using Microsoft Office
Publisher 2003 Edition. ◙

2003 and MS

Interested in making a difference?
Then volunteer with CFCS! The programs and
benefits that members receive would not exist
without members also volunteering. There are
vacancies for a Program Chair/Coordinator, Education Chair and Advertising Chair. Please contact Arvin Meyer, if you have any questions, comments, or suggestions. president@cfcs.org

apcug@cfcs.org
education@cfcs.org
facug@cfcs.org
407-327-3810 hardware@cfcs.org
(e-mail only) helpline@cfcs.org

(e-mail only)

Newsletter Committee
Editor: Robert Black
Associate Editor:
Proofreader: Ted Goodwin
Distrib: Stephen Constant

Editorial: Articles for publication in the CFCS Newsletter should
be emailed to the Editor at: editor@cfcs.org. Please use Microsoft
Word format, Times New Roman font, 12 point, if possible. The
deadline for submitting articles is the first of each month.

407-365-2660 sigs@cfcs.org

Advertising: (Needed)

CFCS Newsletter Advertising
Computer ready rates, for one time insertion, whether in the Printed or
Electronic Edition:
Full Page
$200.00*
Quarter Page
$75.00*
Half Page
125.00*
Business Card
25.00*
Advertising deadline: the first day of month of issue. Electronic copy is
required.
All ad copy and correspondence should be sent by email to: advertising@cfcs.org
*Annual Rates, Paid in Advance, for 12 insertions, with a minimum of 2
Printed
Editions: Full Page
$1200*
Quarter Page
$450
Half Page
750
Business Card
150
*Does not include Back Page; please inquire if interested

CFCS is associated with both
International & Florida User Group Associations:

www.apcug.net
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open and available! And, since they will do also accept
items that DO NOT work, they do truly fit in both Category "A" AND "B!!"
#4 Goodwill. They have recently changed their policy,
and WILL now accept WORKING Monitors including
CRT’s if not too old, Printers, Scanners, PC's, DVD, CD
or Hard Drives at all of their locations, including the
manned Trucks around town.
#5 Salvation Army.
They also accept WORKING Monitors including CRT's if not too old, Printers,
Scanners, PC's, DVD, CD and/or Hard Drives at all of
their locations.
They do not sell them in their stores, but Auction them
off at their W. Colonial location, every Mon, Wed, and
Fri, at 9:00 am, along with other various items that either
did not sell or are damaged.
#6 Vietnam Vets. They also accept WORKING Monitors including CRT's if not too old, Printers, Scanners,
PC's, DVD, CD and/or Hard Drives at all of their locations. They do sell them in their stores.
Category "B" - Scrap Only - For Monitors, Printers,
Scanners that DON'T work, PC's that are too old,
and/or NOT repairable, etc.
#1 Best Buy Stores. All local stores; no need to contact them first. All items above; all at NO CHARGE,
limited to three items per visit. The only exceptions are
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CRT Monitors or TV's. First, there is a maximum size of
32", and there will be a fee of $10.00 each. However,
they do immediately return the $10.00 to you in the form
of a Cash Card! You can go to www.bestbuy.com/ recycling for more info, or CALL ‘24/7’ 1-888- BEST BUY
(1-888-237-8289)!
#2 Recycling Directory: http://earth911.com/ This is a
directory containing information for recycling over 240
different products that are free for consumers. There are
over 127,000 locations and programs that people can
search to find local recycling and disposal resources.
Thanks to Mike Ungerman and Hewie Poplock for sending this to me - includes County places, and for example
- Staples, many others, by ZIP. It is thorough!
(However, what is not mentioned on this site, for example, is that Staples just mentioned CHARGES $10
EACH for any PC, Printer, CRT or LCD, even Hard
Drive! Only small items, such as mice and keyboards are free. So I would say 'caveat emptor' applies!
Call or go first, as I did!
#3 Seminole County Residential Electronics ecycling;
http://www.seminolecountyfl.gov/envsrvs/solidwaste/
electronics.aspx
Where can I recycle my e-scrap?
The Seminole County Solid Waste Management Division accepts e-scrap at the Central Transfer Station's
Household Hazardous Waste Drop-Off Facility. The escrap is accepted during regular working hours.
1950 State Road 419; Longwood, Florida 32750
HOURS:
Monday - Saturday,
7:30am 5:30pm, (except certain holidays)
Who can recycle e-scrap?
The electronics recycling program is available for
all residents of Seminole County for e-scrap generated in your home. This service is FREE OF
CHARGE for residential households. Contact
Seminole County's Solid Waste Management Division Customer Service Team at 407-665-2260
for more information.
#4 Orange County Electronic Waste Disposal
http://www.orangecountyfl.net/
YourLocalGovernment/CountyDepartments/
Utilities/ElectronicWasteDisposal.aspx
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Electronic equipment from your home can be recycled. Examples of electronic equipment include:
Computers, Televisions, VCRs, Fax machines, CD
players, & Stereos
These items are accepted at the Household Hazardous Waste Facility at the Orange County Landfill
Monday through Sunday between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00
p.m. and the McLeod Road Transfer Station on
Wednesdays and Saturdays between 8:00 a.m. and
5:00 p.m. This free service is available to eligible
Orange County residents.* An attendant is present at
the facility to assist with unloading.
For more information about disposing of electronic
equipment, please call the Solid Waste Hotline at
407-836-6601 or send an e-mail to Solid.Waste@ocfl.net.
*Eligible participants include residents of unincorporated Orange County and the cities of Apopka,
Ocoee, Orlando, Windermere, and Winter Garden
only. Proof of residency required. (We have no idea
why Winter Park, Maitland, and other cities are not
included.)
Here are details on the locations.
Orange County Landfill;
5901 Young Pine
Road; Orlando, FL 32829; 407-836-6600
McLeod Road Transfer Station; 5000 L.B. McLeod
Road; Orlando, FL 32811; 407-245-0931

Hewie’s Views
and Reviews
By Hewie Poplock,
CFCS, APCUG
http://www.hewie.net

How to remember your passwords
A Review of eWallet from iLium Software
I am a password nut. I try to have almost every program, website, email address, etc., use a unique password. That makes it difficult to remember them.
Way back in 2000, I found a program to keep track
of all of my passwords and account numbers in an
encrypted file. I carried a Palm PDA in those days.
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The program was eWallet by iLium Software, with a
version for both my Palm and my PC. I could sync
the information as well.
Once the Palm PDA and its successor were finally
put to rest, I continued to use the program between
my desktop, laptop, and netbook. The encrypted file
containing the data was easily copied between them.
I purchased the original iPhone and one of the first
apps that I added was the iOS version of eWallet. I
could sync it with my PC version via wi-fi. So once
again I was now able to carry a program with me to
access my passwords anytime. I was comfortable
knowing that it had an encrypted file with a rather
long password to access the file. I have since added
an iPad2 to the equation and upgraded to the iPhone
4s, using eWallet on both.
There are many password manager programs available. Obviously, the main reason that I use the
eWallet is that I have been using it for 12 years.
However, there are other reasons. The biggest is that
I can have it on all of my devices, especially on my
iPhone & my iPad, which I have with me at all times.
The data is protected with 256-bit AES (FIPS-197)
encryption.
eWallet is currently available for PCs running Windows 7, Vista, or XP. If you are an Mac user, you
need OS X. There are versions for the Apple iPhone,
iPad and iPod touch, RIM BlackBerry, Android
phones, the Kindle Fire tablet, and Windows Mobile.
You need to check the version number to be sure it
works on your device. The PC version is $20 & the
others are $10 each. Only one license is needed for
both the iPad & iPhone. You can try the PC version
free for 30 days & then it stops working unless you
buy it.
Although the program manages your passwords well,
it has other features that may not be included in other
programs in the same category. They include Live
Fields, which enables you to jump to websites or dial
phone numbers with just a tap. Auto Pass brings up
the webpage and fills in the username and password
for you. There is Smart Copy to quickly grab info for
on-line forms and PassBuilder that generates passwords for you if you want real security using unique
passwords. You can import data from some other
programs using the Import Wizard.
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eWallet stores your info in a file called a wallet. You
can have more than one wallet. Each wallet contains categories and stores your information using cards in which
you designate its category. Cards can be printed as well
as the entire wallet. I use the search ability a lot. It
searches the entire wallet for the letters that you type
wherever they appear so finding an item is easy and
quick.
Whether you use eWallet or another password management program, do not automatically open the program at
boot up. This would allow anyone to be able to see or
use your passwords. Once you have found the password
that you need, either close or lock the program so that
you must type the password to retrieve another. Otherwise, why encrypt or protect your passwords?
eWallet is available for download or purchase at http://
www.iliumsoft.com/ewallet , the iTunes App Store, or
the Android Market.
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Link: http://folding.stanford.edu/ (via shareaholic.com )
Our goal: to understand protein folding, misfolding, and
related diseases
You can help scientists studying these diseases by simply running a piece of software.
Folding@home is a distributed computing project -people from throughout the world download and run
software to band together to make one of the largest supercomputers in the world. Every computer takes the
project closer to our goals. Folding@home uses novel
computational methods coupled to distributed computing, to simulate problems millions of times more challenging than previously achieved.

Adobe Photoshop Elements
10 & Premiere Elements 10
Reviewed by Clint Tinsley,
Editor, Idaho PCUG
November 2011 issue, Bits and Pieces
http://idahopcug.apcug.org/
c_tinsley@msn.com

By Mike Ungerman, Past President,
CFCS, FACUG
Ok you guys; especially you with new computers out
there in CFCS. Time once again to promote Folding at
Home which will use the spare computing cycles of
your computer to help cure diseases.
When you download and install this software, please use
Team number 70013 in the settings menu, which is
CFCS's team. Statistics from all the computers on our
team are compiled and compared world-wide to see
who's contributing the most work units.
I have this installed on my PS3 in our family room and
on two computers in my office. I've just installed it on
my new overclocked computer and started my first work
unit. Who's going to compare their progress against
me? :-)

Not a lot has changed since our last look at the Photoshop Elements Family, version 8, in December 2009
and most of what we covered there is still accurate.
What I will be covering here is what has been added
since 2009 in versions 9 and 10. The four major additions to Photoshop Elements since Version 8 are:
1. Layer Mask Creation - You no longer have to create
them manually.
2. Content-Aware Healing Brush - Now you can really
make objects disappear, fix old
photos, and fix defects by filling with background
that is created from the surrounding area. This one
feature alone is worth the price of Elements 10.
3. New in version 10, overlay guides have been added
to aid you in cropping your photos using the Rule of
Thirds and the Golden Ration. These guides allow
you to crop your photos in such a way that the viewer is drawn away from the center of the photo by
offsetting the primary focus of the photo against the
background. These guides are a welcome addition to
Photoshop Elements.
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4. Also in version 10 are new guided tasks which include the Michael Orton effect, better Depth of Field
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adjustments using smart selection tools, and several
other improved task oriented adjustments.
I will cover these improvements in some detail as
they are definitely valuable additions to the Photoshop Elements family and are reason to consider
upgrading to Version 10 from an earlier version if
you are already a Photoshop User. I will also comment on the improvements to the Organizer and
Adobe Elements Premiere.
The Two Photoshops
Photoshop CS and Photoshop Elements. Photoshop CS is Adobe’s Premiere Professional Photo
Editing program and it comes at no small price.
Photoshop Elements is sometimes referred to as its
little brother as it inherits features and tools from
its elder brother. CS is a powerful photo editor and
with power comes complexity. Elements is for the
photo enthusiast, a consumer level product, where
the focus is on ease of use. Elements 10 benefits
greatly from its Photoshop CS heritage.
The graphic shows the Quick Edit workspace. As
you can see, there are sliders for each of the adjustments you can make here along with the

Quick Edit Workspace
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“Auto” smart buttons where Elements 10 will make its
best guess at the adjustment. If you don’t like the Auto
adjustment, you can undo the adjustment as well as reset
all adjustments made here. On the left hand side of the
screen are tools for cropping, red eye, teeth whitener,
blue sky tool, and the Black & White High Contrast tool
for turning a selected area into a high contrast black &
white element. The High Contrast tool works by automatically creating a layer mask on the photo and a function from Adobe Photoshop CS to create the effect.
Quick Edit provides an easy to use starting point for fixing your photos.
Not a lot has changed here from previous versions. On
the left hand side of the work space, you fill find the
many tools available to you. Note that many of the tools
are actually multi-function as indicated by the little black
pointer in the right bottom corner of each tool selection
button. Also, on the menu bar across the top are all the
different adjustments, filters, plug-ins and effects that
Photoshop are known for. On the right hand side are the
various panes such as layers and histogram.
Content-Aware Healing Brush
This new feature of the Healing Brush was introduced in
Elements 9 and is used by selecting the “ContentAware” feature from the Brush tool’s option bar shown
above. This feature addresses a concern I have had in
removing an object from a photo without leaving artifacts behind where the object was or having to do a lot
of touch up to make the result acceptable.
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An example: At the top of
the next column is a photo of
the author at Warm Lake,
Idaho. Next to it is the same
photo without the author in
it. If you did not know where
something was removed, it
would difficult to know that
this was not an original untouched photo.
Guided Edit Workspace
At left is a list of most of the
tasks that can be performed
using the Guided Tasks features. Many of these are an
automation of features found
in Photoshop CS and automatically create any layers
needed as well as perform
any adjustments needed to
achieve the effect. In the full
edit screen shot (above) are the resulting layers that
were created when I applied the Lomo Camera Effect
to my Stanley Basin Photo. The Guided area is not new
to Elements but some new tasks were added that are
worthy of mention include the Crop Photo and the Orton Effect. The Crop Photo function now provides
overlays for Rule of Thirds and the Golden Guide.
These overlays are composition tools that allow you to
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crop your photo in such a
way the viewer is drawn
away from the center of
the photo by offsetting the
primary focus of the photo
against the background.
The Orton Effect is a
dreamy photo effect made
popular by Michael Orton.
http://www.michaelorton
photography.com/.
The
key to effective use is just
the right amount of blur
and brightness added to
the photo using layers.
Here is a flower photo I
took at Lake Cascade, Idaho, with the dreamy Orton
Effect applied and the layers it created.
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Path tool where you can
surround an object with
Text.

Photomerge “Styles” to other photos.

The Elements Organizer is
a media management tool
shared between both Photoshop Elements and
Premiere Elements. Here
is where you can manage
all your photos and video
content with tools to tag
and group your content for
easy access. Face and object recognition has been
added in the version. Face
tagging photos for Facebook is now provided.
There are three new search
options in the Organizer
all built around this recognition feature. My photo collection stands at over 12,600
and I know I have a lot of duplicates but the Duplicate
Photo Search did not produce usable results. The Visual
and Object Search can result in mis-matches and poor
results as well. The Organizer Catalog only recognizes
changes in content that the Elements applications make
including importing photos and other media. If a folder
or a file is renamed or modified outside of Elements in
using other applications, it is pretty
much lost to the Catalog and you have to
rebuild the Catalog
from scratch. The
organizer also provides the ability to
share content as
shown in the graphic.
Online Video Sharing uses Premiere
Elements 10 for uploading content to
YouTube. The Organizer can be a very
powerful tool in managing your photos and videos.

For your creative side, Elements 10 adds 30 new smart
brush effects and filters
along with a new Text on a

Learning & Using Photoshop Elements 10
Given the popularity of Photoshop Elements as part of
the Adobe Family and heir to many tools in Photoshop
CS, there is a lot content available along with books to

New in Version 10 is a
new feature in setting
Depth of Field that allows
you to set the focus anywhere and on anything in
the picture where you
want to maintain focus
while softening the focus
on the rest of the photo.
An extensive set of Photomerge tools are included
in Guided Edit (See bottom of Guided Edits List).
These tools are useful for
merging bracketed photos
with Exposure to create
“HDR” photos as well as
merging content from various photos as well as recomposing photos, even painting out objects in one photo
that are not in the other photo. Photomerge is also available from the File menu as a new project including Panoramas. Style Match is where you can apply
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help you learn and use Photoshop Elements 10. Hitting F1
from within the program will
bring up the 339 page user
manual. Installed with Photoshop Elements is the Inspiration Browser where you can
view videos and tutorials on
how to perform tasks. On the
bottom task bar in Elements,
you will get little prompts like
this:
Clicking on the prompt will
start the Adobe Inspiration
Browser and take you to the
content however there is a
small catch in using this resource. You must have an
Adobe ID to use it, the ID is
free and you will have many
opportunities to create an Adobe ID. If you have a membership in the Plus program,
you will have 20 GB for your photos on your personal

photoshop.com gallery for sharing your photos.
Shortly after Photoshop Elements 10 was released, there
were no less than 6 books available on Amazon specific to using this version of Elements, a
real testament in that those
books were written before the
product was released.
Photoshop Elements 10 Final
Thoughts
There is no question that Photoshop Elements 10 is a powerful tool for editing photos and
getting creative with your photos. But if you already have
Photoshop Elements 8 or 9, or
another program that works
well for you, then you have to make a decision which is
made even more difficult if you already have Elements 9
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which
introduced
the Content-Aware
Healing Brush. In
any case, you have
to decide if the cost
is justified in what is
an increment upgrade.
Photoshop Premiere Elements 10
Premiere Elements
10 is the video editing side of Elements
Family which opens
a world of creative sharing of both photos and videos. It
shares the all the new features found in the new Elements Organizer for managing, sharing and selecting the
content to be used in your video production.
New Technology

ments now provides SmartSound tracks on the Mac.
Making Movies
Premiere Elements 10 is a very powerful video editing
system which can turn your photos into interesting movies with menus and titles along with effects and template
driven Instant Movies. A new three-way color corrector
in Premiere Elements 10 makes it easy to enhance color
footage where it can automatically boost tone and vibrancy without affecting skin tones, or you can use sliders to adjust color with complete control. You can now
make subtle color corrections by adjusting colors in specific areas, such as highlights, shadows, and mid-tones
for perfect color throughout your movie.
Premiere is a non-linear editing system meaning you can
add and remove content within a movie. It does not
modify your original photos and movies, all the changes
to the content made are made within the program. It provides two editing modes, a Sceneline mode where it you
can easily drag and drop content in a very visual envi-

Premiere Elements 10 is a technology release with wider
support for more video formats including AVCHD
disks. It also takes advantage of new facial recognition
technologies in with its new Pan & Zoom tool feature
where you can also pan between objects within a photo
as well as across faces in a photo. You can easily import
from a number of different devices.
Premiere Elements 10 now provides full support for 64bit Microsoft® Windows® 7 with its own installation
set of files. The 64 bit version does not work on Vista
which still has to run the 32 bit version. Premiere Ele-
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ronment.
The second mode is the rich
Timeline mode where you
have the ability to have and
edit multiple video and audio
tracks in addition to a Narration audio track and a Soundtrack.
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run native on 32-bit operating systems and in 32-bit
compatibility mode on 64-bit operating systems), or
Windows 7 (Adobe Premiere Elements Editor runs native on 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems; all other applications run native on 32-bit operating systems and in
32-bit compatibility mode on 64-bit operating systems).
 Color monitor with 16-bit color video card.
 Microsoft DirectX 9 or 10 compatible sound and
display driver.
Windows Media Player (required if importing/exporting

Premiere Elements 10
continues to build on all the features it is known
for including green screen effects where you can
fly people and objects over other content and motion tracking.
Sharing Features
Premiere Elements 10 really shines when it
comes to sharing in being able to create and burn
a wide range of DVD, Blue-ray and AVHD disks
as well as uploading to Photoshop.com, Facebook, and YouTube. And then it takes sharing to next
level with its being able to export video to a wider
range of cell phones including Apple devices,
Smartphones, Mobile Phones, Pocket PC, plus Audio
Podcasts, and the Sony PSP device. For each device, it
supports different viewing formats and standards. There
is also an online organizer by which you can share photos and movies between devices using iPhone and Android apps.
Getting Help
There are many sources of help available to you in
Premiere Elements 10. There is a 331 page Using Photoshop Elements 10 manual which you can download at
http://help.adobe.com/en_US/premiere elements/using/
premiereelements_10_help.pdf. Adobe has a web page
at
http://www.adobe.com/support/premiereelements/
gettingstarted/index.html where you can view a number
of videos and web based tutorial pages. From the opening splash screen are links for Getting Started, Community Help, Tips, Tricks & Tutorials, Adobe TV and their
Forums.
System Requirements
 2GHz or faster processor with SSE2 support; dualcore processor required for HDV or AVCHD editing
and Blu-ray or AVCHD export.
 Microsoft Windows XP with Service Pack 2, Windows Media Center, Windows Vista® (all applications

Windows Media formats).
Usage Thoughts
There is a lot of technology in Premiere
Elements 10 and powerful features means
that powerful computing platforms are
needed. Even on the fastest computers, you
may find yourself waiting on sluggish controls and processing time. Another complaint is that
Adobe has not made this product laptop friendly; you
have to a bit of scrolling at times to get to choices and
controls. I had to move Premiere Elements (as well as
Photoshop Elements) 10 to the big screen to capture
some of my screen shots. As with Photoshop Elements
10, this is an incremental release, a technology release
as I referred to it; There are some new technology and
features that make it a worthy upgrade, particularly if
you your current video editor doesn't support the latest
video formats or makes it painful in exporting your content to your cell phone. Being able to burn Blue-ray content to DVD disks is a definite plus in creating High
Definition content.

BUY YOUR INK at :

cfcs.InkRaiser.com
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CES Innovation Awards
By Lou Torraca, President, The TUG
MOAA Computer User Group, Hawaii
www.the-tug.org
Af06hi@gmail.com

I have no idea why 2011 seems to have left so fast!
However, here we are in 2012 and if it’s January it’s
time for the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las
Vegas. For those who are not familiar with CES, the International CES is the world's largest tradeshow for consumer technology and America's largest annual
tradeshow of any kind. With more than four decades of
success, the International CES reaches across global
markets, connects the "who's who" of the industry and
enables consumer electronics (CE) innovations to grow
and thrive. CES is produced by the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA), the
preeminent trade association promoting growth in
the CE industry. All profits
from CES are reinvested
into industry services, including technical training
and education, industry
promotion,
engineering
standards
development,
market research and legislative advocacy. The Mission of CES is to grow the consumer electronics industry. CES covers every aspect of the consumer technology industry. More than 2,500 exhibitors travel to Vegas
to show off their latest innovations in 30 product categories and the content that supports them.
CES Innovations Awards
Since 1976, the prestigious Innovations Design and Engineering Awards has given consumer technology manufacturers and developers an opportunity to have their
newest products judged by a preeminent panel of independent industrial designers, independent engineers and
members of the trade press. It's the place to see, touch,
feel and understand the future of consumer technology.
Products chosen as the most impressive in each category
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are selected as honorees and
were featured at CES. Here
are some of the Best of Innovations winners:
BASIS
The world’s first connected
health and heart rate monitor wearable on the wrist. A
multi-sensor band collects
data like heart rate, calories
burned, physical activity and sleep patterns and links to
a personal online dashboard.
Only Basis gives you a complete overview of your day,
and puts the tools to boost
your health and wellness
right at hand. Track your
caloric burn, activity levels and sleep habits to
make every day your best
day. Watch Your Wellness, Everyday Lightweight, beautiful and comfortable, Basis fits your
wrist like a watch so you can wear it all day, every day.
Basis collects information through a small sensor window, eliminating the need for uncomfortable chest
straps, finger sensors, electrodes or other cumbersome
apparatus. Basis was designed with wearability in mind,
because the more you wear it, the more you know. On
Your Wavelength Basis automatically identifies important behaviors like exercise and sleep. It tracks your
body’s response and provides the tools to help you improve sleep quality and get more out of your workouts.
It Only Looks Simple
Don’t let its good looks fool you. Beneath the sleek exterior is a hard-core machine that’s all business when it
comes to gathering, tracking and delivering everything
about your body’s day. Basis packs astonishing capabilities
in
its
streamlined silhouette, opening
up an amazing
world of possibilities that will
help you take
your health to a
whole new level.
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Librartone Live
Just one? Or one in each room? Libratone Live is designed to soundtrack your life. While FullRoom technology puts sound in every corner of the room, the AirPlay
technology allows you to wander free, playlist in hand.
All without dragging audio cables through your living
room. Big sound, minimalistic design Sound and design
are not mutually exclusive, as many will have you believe. With Libratone Live we pay homage to our Scandinavian roots with minimalistic lines, craftsmanship,
and high quality raw materials - all cashmere, chrome
and wood, no blinking eyesore-displays or grotesque
cabinets. The Libratone App As a new feature, you can
improve your Libratone Live speaker through a specially designed app. The app allows you to enhance and
customize the FullRoom experience. By feeding the app
information on the placement of your sound system, it
automatically adjusts the sound to fit your room.
The Calisto 835
A speakerphone that unites computer telephony, mobile
and landline calls. A
2.4” color display and a
touch sensitive dial pad
offers access to caller
ID, dialing, answering,
switching, and muting
across connected devices.
Communication across
devices has never been
more simple with the
Calisto 800 Series multi-device speakerphone
system Superior Call
Management Connects and seamlessly switches between
calls from PC, mobile and home* phone A 2.4" color
display and a touch sensitive dial pad for easy caller ID
viewing, dialing, answering, switching, and muting
across devices For privacy, use with Bluetooth or corded
headsets/headphones (3.5mm) Uncompromising Audio
Quality Premium, rich-sounding full duplex speakerphone Wideband audio coupled with advanced noise
cancellation technology Freedom of
Movement Wireless
microphone
offers unparalleled
voice transmission
and freedom of
movement Remote
answer/end/mute
control
Enables
360-degree small
group conferencing
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when placed flat on a table *Home phone (analog) connectivity is available only with the Calisto 830 and 835
** Wireless mic comes standard with Calisto 825 and
835.
eers Custom-Fitted Earphones
The world's only custom-fitted earphones that fit to your ears in only 4
minutes. 14 years in development, 13+
patents, Sonomax expansion technology delivers incomparable sound isolation, fidelity and comfort. eers custom earphones use
groundbreaking Sonomax expansion technology paired
with the ease and convenience of a simple self-fitting
process, SonoFit, and inserted earphone electronics that
one can fit at home. Custom molded to the unique shape
of an individual’s ear canal in just four minutes, sculpted eers provide maximum comfort, exceptional sound,
and a secure fit even during vigorous activity.
Additionally, the acoustic seal provided by the custom-fit earphones
ensures the wearer’s choice of listening does not need to compete
with ambient sound, irrespective
of the environment. This immersive audio experience helps consumers listen at a fraction of the
volume required by generic headphones (on average 30% less), providing the added benefit of reducing the dangers of hearing loss through over
exposure.
SafePlug
SafePlug receptacles can help reduce energy consumption by up to 30%. SafePlug electrical duplex receptacles solve the toughest problem in home automation,
accurate control and energy monitoring even when appliances move to a different receptacle. SafePlug Smart
Energy outlets will measure the energy consumption for
each appliance and turn them off when not needed.
Belkin Kitychen Cabinet Mount
Bring your tablet into the kitchen without cluttering the
counter. The Kitchen Cabinet Mount keeps your tablet
in view and securely suspended on any cabinet or shelf
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without tools or permanent installation. In View & Out
of the Way Save Space in the Kitchen Bring your tablet
into the kitchen without cluttering the counter. The
Kitchen Cabinet Mount helps keep your tablet in view
and securely suspended on any cabinet or shelf. No
Tools Needed No tools or hardware are needed and no
permanent installation is required.
Simply attach the mount using the
secure adjustable clamp. It can be
easily repositioned to fit different
cabinet and shelving units, or removed for storage. Hopefully I’ll get
to see some of these and of course,
MORE…since there will be several
thousand exhibitors…auwe, my legs are already tired
just thinking about all the miles they will walk during
the CES week!
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reward points on our PNC Bank account, and I discovered that
unused points were expiring every month. Looking
through the rewards catalog, I discovered that I had
enough points for a Kindle Fire. So, since the price was
right, I ordered
one.
It seems that if you
are more than 21
years old, how to
use these newfangled things is
not instantly obvious.

Stay tuned for more from my Las Vegas experience. Be
safe and enjoy your www explorations. Aloha, Lou

Convert Books for
eReaders
By Len Nasman, Editor, Bristol Village
Computer Club, Ohio
January 2012 issue, BVCC newsletter
www.bvcc.org
bvclub@bvres.org
It was not exactly a Christmas present, but I now have
a new Kindle Fire. We had accumulated a bunch of

The Kindle Fire
seems to assume that you already know how to use it, so
no instruction
Manual was included. Of course there is a manual available on the Kindle, but until you know how to use the
Kindle, you cannot read the manual.
Anyway, I eventually got to the point where I was ready
to look for free books on the Internet and add them to the
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bre http://calibre-ebook.com/ that makes it almost easy
to convert books and send them to different ereaders like
Kindle, Nook, Android and others.
Before you start using Calibre, you need to create (using
Windows Explorer) an empty folder for storing the book

Kindle.
Free Books from Project Gutenberg
My first step was to go to the Project Gutenberg web
site to look for free books.
The good news about Project Gutenberg is that they
now have file format options for
ereaders, including Kindle.
Once a book file has been downloaded to a folder in
the computer’s hard drive, the question is how to
copy into the ereader.

files you will be using with Calibre.
After your empty Calibre book folder has been created
(using Windows Explorer), the Calibre installation process will ask you what eBook reader you have and what
folder you will use for your Calibre book list.
The upper left corner of the Calibre window has a tool
for adding books. If you downloaded books from Project
Gutenberg, you locate the files and add them to your
Calibre list.
Calibre provides an option for downloading cover art
and information for the books on your list. Calibre refers
to this as 'metadata.'
First select a book and then click on the Edit Metadata
tool. There is a button in the Edit Metadata window for
downloading data. When this is selected, Calibre searches the Internet for info about your book. When it finds
book info in more than one location, it shows a selection
list for you to pick from. You will also have the option
to choose a book cover that will be displayed in your
Calibre list and, in my case, eventually on the Kindle
Fire list.

Using Calibre to Move Books
Fortunately, I discovered a free program called Cali-

You also can read a book on your computer. Double
clicking on a book in the Calibre list will open an eBook
viewer right on your computer screen. (This is an option
for those who travel with a laptop computer and want to
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use their laptop as an ereader.)
After the Calibre book list is in place, it is time to send
the books to the ereader. In the case of the Kindle Fire, a
USB to mini connecter computer cable was not supplied.
Rather than buying this from Amazon, I got one on
EBay and for a couple of dollars (including shipping).
When the Kindle Fire is connected to the computer, it
appears in Windows Explorer just like another disk
drive. However, Windows Explorer is not used to move
books to the Kindle. This is done directly from Calibre.
Calibre talks directly to the ereader through the USB cable. There is a tool in Calibre that will show your ereader
book list.
If you download a book from Project Gutenberg in the
Kindle format, you are ready to go. If not, Calibre provides an option to convert book files to the MOBI file
format that Kindle uses.
When you are ready to send books to the ereader, select
the Calibre Send to Device tool. That's it. Happy reading.

Goodnight iPad, a Parody
for the next generation and a
modern bedtime story
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Reviewed by Judy Taylour,
President, SCV Computer Club, CA
www.scvpcg.org
scvjudy@gmail.com
I imagine many of you read Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown to your children as well as your grandchildren….over and over again.
You will want to get a copy of Goodnight iPad to renew
the pleasure you had in reading the original book, but
this one is a hoot.
The book begins with a Blue Rider Press License Agreement that covers all of the copyright information, etc.
There’s a notation that says “Don’t bother reading this.
No one does. Just scroll down to the bottom of the page
and click.” You have the choice to click on I have read
the License Agreement Terms and Conditions – I
AGREE or I have not read the License Agreement Terms
and Conditions – I AGREE anyway. Don’t most of us
just click on the EULA without reading to the bottom
and finding we have just agreed to having our e-mail addresses given to 3rd party partners and everyone else in
the whole free world.
This book is for the hopelessly plugged in.
iPads, Doom, eReaders, Angry Birds, a huge LCD Wi-Fi
HDTV, Facebook, e-mails, tweets and more are all going
on and a grumpy Grammy is trying to sleep.
You remember how the original book goes: Goodnight room, red balloon, etc. as they go through
the nighttime ritual of going to sleep. Much to her
family’s dismay this is what happens in this book
until only one member of the family is not asleep
but listening to Grammy read Goodnight Moon.
The book will make you smile and the illustrations
are classic. I asked my 14- and 12-year old grandsons (hopelessly plugged in) if they remembered
the original Goodnight Moon – they both did. The
book made them smile too but, of course, they didn’t want things to be unplugged since they can’t
imagine life without their Xbox’, headsets and
games.
Ann Droyd is the pseudonym for an IRA/
Children’s Choices winner who has written and
illustrated more than 25 books for young readers.
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She has been trying to unplug for
at least 15 years.
“In Goodnight
iPad,” she says,
“I sing the praises of powering
down, at least for
one night, in
hopes I might
convince myself
to do the same.”
Perhaps we could power down for one night, too.
Goodnight iPad
Ann Droyd <www.anndroyd.com> (you will be redirected)
Blue Rider Press, a member of Penguin Group (USA)
Inc., NY
$14.95 US; $17.50 CAN
$10.17 at Amazon

Pickin

Weren’t these three guys in a movie?
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Victoria Laney spoke in Feb. on “What’s Hot & What’s Not”.

Back
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ng out the best prizes
The “meeting after the meeting” which you keep missing!

Your representatives at the FACUG Convention, working hard, day & night!

in Miami
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HelpLine
HelpLine is a free service to members of CFCS only. The following volunteers have offered to field questions by phone or via email with software and hardware problems listed below. Please be considerate of the volunteer you are calling.
As a free service, you should not be asked to pay for help or be solicited for products or services. If anything to the contrary
occurs, please contact the HelpLine coordinator immediately. Their names will be removed from the list.
Additional volunteers are needed in some existing categories and for new categories. If you are interested, please contact the
HelpLine coordinator at e-mail: helpline@cfcs.org

Please Note - This is a service for CFCS MEMBERS ONLY
Digital Photography & Video
Ken Larrabee
407 365-2660
anytime
KLarrabee@cfl.rr.com
DOS
Stan Wallner
407-862-2669
smwallner@yahoo.com

5 pm-7 pm

407-365-2660

Stan Wallner
407-862-2669
smwallner@yahoo.com
MS ACCESS
Arvin Meyer, MVP 407-327-3810
Access-sig@cfcs.org

407-327-3810

vp-adm@cfcs.org

Networking - Home or Office
Doug Gabbard
e-mail only
Dougga@gmail.com

407-327-3810

vp-adm@cfcs.org

Windows
Hewie Poplock
hewie@hewie.net

WinZip
Arvin Meyer
anytime
5 pm-7 pm

7 pm - 9 pm

MS Office Products:
MS Word, Excel, Power Point, Outlook and Access
Doug Gabbard
(e-mail only)
Dougga@gmail.com
Security
Arvin Meyer

SQL-Server
Arvin Meyer

407-362-7824 5 pm-7 pm

Kris Hestad
321-459-2755
kris.hestad@surfdogs.com

Kris Hestad
321-459-2755
kris.hestad@surfdogs.com
Hardware
Ken Larrabee

HelpLine Listings

407-327-3810

vp-adm@cfcs.org

Wireless Routers
Kris Hestad
321-459-2755
kris.hestad@surfdogs.com
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2012

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

1

2

3

8

9

10

15

16

17

22

23

24

28

29

30

31

Newsletter
Copy deadline

4

5

6

7
CFCS BoD
Denny’s
Casselberry

11

12

13

14
Access, Office, Security SIGs: New
Horizons, 7pm

18 12:30 pm

19 iPhone SIG, 20

21 Photo/Video

Windows SIG
2pm
General Meeting

Lee Rd. Denny’s,
7 pm

SIG moved to Cloud. 7

25

26

pm. Ck eBlast for de-

tails.

27 Tech SIG
Denny’s,
Casselberry
7 pm

APRIL 2012
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

1 Newsletter

2

3

4 CFCS BoD

5

6

7

Access, Office, 12
Security SIGs: New
Horizons, 7pm
Lee Rd.

13

14

19

20

21

26

27

28

Copy deadline

Denny’s
Casselberry
7 pm

8

9

15

16

10

iPhone SIG, 17
Lee Rd. Denny’s,
7 pm

11

18 Photo/Video
SIG moved to Cloud. 7
pm. Ck eBlast for details.

22 12:30 pm

23

Windows SIG
2pm
General Meeting

29

24 Tech SIG
Denny’s,
Casselberry
7 pm

30

25
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